Aspiring to make lives better

OUR COMMITMENT TO COMMUNITIES IS ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH ENGAGEMENT WITH OUR NONPROFIT PARTNERS. OUR RESULTS ARE ACHIEVED WITH A MUTUAL GOAL OF DRIVING OUR COMMUNITIES TO A BETTER FINANCIAL FUTURE.*

The MUFG Union Bank Foundation has been investing in our communities for over 60 years. Last year we collaborated with our nonprofit partners in the areas of Affordable Housing, Economic Development, and Stewardship and Sustainability. We believe that aspiration drives better opportunities for all which in turn produces greater success—for all.

* Our nonprofit partners leveraged MUFG Union Bank Foundation funds to achieve the reported outcomes. These outcomes are associated with the Foundation’s 2020 year-end evaluation.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT—Collective Results of All Our Nonprofit Grantees

**SMALL BUSINESS SUPPORT**

- 132,161 existing businesses
- 5,070 new businesses created
- 37,722 considering starting a business
- 59,751 small business loans

**JOB GROWTH & INCREASED REVENUE**

- 146,876 jobs retained
- 33,839 new jobs created

**EMPLOYMENT & WAGE GROWTH**

- 14,847 individuals secured a job because of job training and
- 9,312 individuals earned higher wage jobs

**INCREASE IN FINANCIAL STABILITY**

- 1,395,434 total hours of money management and credit counseling
- 5,108 individuals with increased credit scores

**REWARDING ASPIRATION**

- $4,861,887 in scholarships were leveraged through
- 76,178 jobs
- 29,813 adult education
- 78,961 work readiness
- 22,172 college readiness

*Our nonprofit partners leveraged MUFG Union Bank Foundation funds to achieve the reported outcomes. These outcomes are associated with the Foundation’s 2020 year-end evaluation.*
AFFORDABLE HOUSING—Collective Results of All Our Nonprofit Grantees

**CREATING HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES**

- **225,413** individuals in permanent housing
- **100,473** individuals achieved stability in the housing continuum
- **20,507** individuals in emergency housing
- **11,067** individuals are in transitional housing
- **19,700** newly developed housing units
- **31,474** preserved and rehabilitated housing units

**MAKING HOUSING AFFORDABLE**

**STEWARDSHIP & SUSTAINABILITY—Collective Results of All Our Nonprofit Grantees**

**EDUCATING YOUTH**

- **1,343,092** youth received academic instruction or support

**BUILDING CLEANER COMMUNITIES**

- **2,444,708** pounds of trash/debris removed from public spaces

**HELPING FAMILIES THRIVE**

- **920,466,682** pounds of food distributed
- **188,972,576** individuals provided with basic needs

*Our nonprofit partners leveraged MUFG Union Bank Foundation funds to achieve the reported outcomes. These outcomes are associated with the Foundation's 2020 year-end evaluation.*
MUFG Union Bank Foundation and corporate giving invested $18,027,399 in expanding equitable access to opportunity.

*Our nonprofit partners leveraged MUFG Union Bank Foundation funds to achieve the reported outcomes. These outcomes are associated with the Foundation’s 2020 year-end evaluation.*
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